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Jack’s late going home from work and has yet to buy his supper. He grabs his smartphone 
and starts to check options at convenience stores near to his home. There’s nothing great, 
but there is a decent offer of take-away sushi that would do. He knows the place, he’s bought 
there in the past and actually those California makis were pretty good. So sushi is it. Jack 
places the order via his smartphone and makes the payment. A screen pops up once 
the payment has been validated as does a discount coupon for a portion of noodle soup. 
Apparently, Jack can also redeem his sushi points for a nice pair of chopsticks.

As he enters the lift to leave the office, he sees Terry. He knows that smile; he has clearly lost 
the bet on yesterday´s game. Who would have thought there would be a lucky last minute 
goal? But a bet is a bet, so they sync their phones and before reaching the ground floor, Jack 
has five fewer e-credits in his account. 

Unfortunately, it is still a 30-minute ride home. He’ll use the time to watch the last episode of 
the sci-fi series he downloaded that morning. As he approaches the train station, a camera 
identifies his face. Once his identity has been verified by the system, a payment order is sent. 
It is automatically handled and validated by the mobile operator that in turn indicates the 
geographical position of Jack´s phone. The toll barrier opens automatically, although Jack 
barely notices. 

Thirty-five minutes later Jack arrives at the counter of ‘Orient Sushi’ and shows the e-receipt 
code on his smartphone. It is scanned and a box with the maki is brought out. On second 
thoughts, a warm noodle soup would also be nice so Jack asks for one. He takes out his 
phone again and shows the coupon for a free soup to redeem it. There is an old POS (point 
of sale) device in a corner, but it seems to be a long time ago that it was last used – these days, 
everyone pays via their NFC-enabled phone. There are a couple of tablet devices on the 
counter for customers to check transaction information, and where discount coupons can 
be scanned and additional offers are shown. The screen currently features a special offer 
for green tea pudding. The system most likely remembers that Jack bought it last time, but 
as he was a bit disappointed with it he just ignores the offer. While the meal isn’t expensive, 
especially with the discount coupon, it is enough to raise an alert on Jack’s phone. It seems 
the limit for estimated expenses in retail stores and restaurants has been exceeded for this 
month and the bank is notifying Jack of this.

Once home, he checks his accounts and financial status using his phone. Graphs show his 
recent expenses profile, savings and projections. Based on this, Jack can anticipate two new 
charges due in the coming days from subscriptions to an e-magazine and on-line gaming. He 
decides to transfer some extra e-credits to his expenses account and adapt his limits. The 
bank responds by suggesting ways in which Jack could maximize his benefits based on his 
stated investment preferences and user profile, a result of his payment and income history.

Now that everything seems in order, Jack can enjoy his Japanese dinner with his new 
chopsticks - smartphones can’t do everything… yet.
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Players
There are currently three major types of 
players in the Mobile Payment arena: financial 
institutions, telecom companies and mobile 
manufacturers. All of which would like to dictate 
how the market should evolve in order to gain 
more profit-sharing power. How they realize 
Mobile Payments will likely be very different. 
There are also opportunities for third parties, 
such as PayPal and Obopay, to take a slice of 
the Mobile Payments pie. These players can 
compete with lower fees and faster transaction 
speeds, and are already highly active in the 
Mobile Payments arena.

The following graphic describes the four main 
actors involved in any payment transaction:

Mobile Payments have already been a topic 
of interest for some time (Gartner announced 
money transfer and Mobile Payments to be one 
of the top 10 consumer mobile applications for 
20121). 

Trends
1. Intensified competition in the mobile telecom 

market has forced mobile network operators 
(MNOs) to look for new revenue streams 
and offer value-added services that truly 
differentiate them from their competitors2. 

2. The mass roll-out of smartphones over the 
last few years. Equipped with new computing 
and connectivity technologies, these devices 
are capable of offering enhanced services 
with additional security around payment 
transactions, leading to much greater user 
acceptance. In addition, the moderate price 
range of these new devices has facilitated 
the integration of the required Mobile 
Payment technology (NFC - Near Field 
Communication). As a result, mobile devices 
have become highly personalized, always 
present and are able to handle a myriad of 
tasks beside voice.

3. An increasing set of requirements from 
the retail (to increase the speed of the 
payment-only process in shops), transport 
(public transportation, taxis, public parking) 
and entertainment (cinemas, restaurants) 
markets. In particular, there is growing 
interest in finding alternatives to cash-based 
payments in order to significantly reduce the 
payment cycle, as well as the risk of fraud and 
merchant’s cash-handling costs.

Introduction

1 Gartner Inc. (http://www.gartner.com/it/page.jsp?id=1230413)
2  Atos Lookout 2012 - http://ascentlookout.atos.net/en-us/

Mobile Payment is not about printing money or 
inventing a new currency, but about a customer 
or merchant (or both) using a mobile device 
during the payment transaction. Sometimes, 
especially for micro-payments, the issuer and 
the acquirer will be the same, thereby reducing 
the overall cost of the transaction.

Mobile Payments can just be about 
dematerializing a credit card and placing its 
functionality inside a mobile device to make 
it interact using contactless technologies (e.g. 
NFC) or optical reading technologies (e.g. 2D 
barcodes).

Mobile Payments open possibilities and facilitate 
innovative breakthroughs because they use 
all the features of a mobile device, including 
screen, keyboard, communication and other 
sensors. There are many startups today that 
are inventing new payment experiences 
using an iPad as the POS, using the camera 
to automatically scan credit card information, 
using Bluetooth to communicate between a 
customer’s phone and the POS, and more.

Bank of 
customer 

(issuer)

Bank of 
merchant 
(adquirer)

Customer 
(card holder)

Merchant 
(Point of sale)
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Because Mobile Payment has been a hot topic 
for some years for use in various payment 
situations, it needs to be properly defined. This 
white paper uses the following definition for 
Mobile Payment: Payments for products or 
services between two parties for which a mobile 
device plays a major role in the realization of the 
payment3. Based on this definition, three types 
of Mobile Payment can be identified:

1. Remote Mobile Payments

2. Proximity Mobile Payments

3. Virtual Money Payments

Practical use cases for Remote Mobile 
Payments include purchasing goods or 
services from a web merchant via a mobile 
device, paying for physical goods from a 
local merchant that does not have traditional 
acceptance capabilities and paying a remote 
merchant for the purchase of digital goods. 

Remote Mobile Payments can call on the 
existing financial payments infrastructure (e.g. 
for payment to a web merchant).

According to Juniper Research, there are several 
common Remote Mobile Payment schemes4 
(some are complete payment schemes and 
some are only payment methods):

`` Direct-to-bill (D2B): Offered by mobile network 
operators, D2B allows mobile device users to 
debit purchases to their phone bill, enabling 
them to use the device as a credit card. 

`` Premium Rate SMS (PRSMS): Retailers and 
content providers offer digital products and 
services (e.g. ring tones and televoting) via an 
SMS message which the customer has to pay 
for (by sending a PRSMS) in order to receive. 

`` Mobile Web/WAP Billing: A payment method 
that enables retailers to bill goods or services 
purchased from a mobile or via a website. 

`` SMS/Java/SIM Toolkit: SMS payments are 
initiated using SMS and funds are transferred 
from a registered account or mobile wallet. 

`` Person-to-person (P2P) Payment: P2P 
payments describe the transfer of funds 
between users. Providers like Paybox and 
CEP-T Para (Turkcell) offer the infrastructure 
for this service.

`` Smartphone Apps: Typically paid for by credit 
card, downloadable mobile applications 
perform a wide variety of functions and are 
offered by an increasing variety of companies 
on smartphone platforms, including Android, 
Blackberry, iPhone and Windows. 

In addition to smartphone apps offerings, 
mobile web invoicing and connected devices, 
like credit card readers for iOS devices (Square5), 
are also entering the market. Square offers a 
tiny device with which you can transfer money 
to any account directly from any credit card.

Definition 
and Scope

3 Breakthroughs in the European Mobile Payment Market (L. Bailly, B. Van der Lande Atos Worldline)
4 Juniper Research (http://www.marketingcharts.com/direct/remote-mobile-payment-market-poised-for-growth-12753/)
5 Square Inc. (https://squareup.com )

For all Remote Mobile Payment methods, the 
mobile device acts as the connector between 
the identity of the person and their payment 
order, which take place outside the mobile 
world (e.g. through a normal bank account). 
The service provider acts as the connector and 
translator between the proximity area and the 
remote area in which the money transfer takes 
place. Tasks, such as user authentication, are 
often handled via the provider’s infrastructure.

Proximity area

Remote area

Order for mobile 
payment

Provider Infrastructure

User’s 
account

Benefited 
account

Scheme of Remote Mobile Payments
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Due to the fact that most Mobile Payment methods are also available using even a simple phone 
with no Internet connection or special chip required, they are proving very popular in countries 
lacking advanced broadband connectivity.

For classical payments at a POS, Proximity Mobile Payments leverage the financial industry’s 
payment infrastructure. An NFC-enabled phone is provisioned with a version of the payment 
application (i.e. credit card, debit card or prepaid card) issued by the consumer’s financial institution. 
Both application and payment account information are encrypted and loaded into a secure area 
in the phone. The phone uses the built-in NFC technology to communicate with the merchant’s 
contactless payment-capable POS system, similar to the one used for contactless payment cards 
and devices in use today.

Proximity Mobile Payments can be made at both attended POS locations (such as stores) and 
unattended locations (such as vending machines) that use the merchant’s existing payment 
infrastructure. To pay, the consumer simply puts the phone within a few centimeters of a 
contactless-payment-capable POS system and the payment transaction occurs. Over the last year, 
standardization of Proximity Mobile Payments has been achieved by GSMA, EPC, ETSI, IEC and 
Global Forum, establishing the basis for Proximity Mobile Payments.

6 Breakthroughs in the European Mobile Payment Market (L. Bailly, B. Van der Lande Atos Worldline)
7 Ibid
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The most obvious differences between 
Proximity Mobile Payments and Remote Mobile 
Payments are speed, convenience and the fact 
that NFC payments use an existing payment 
processing infrastructure (extended by a 
NFC reader). There is no need to set up new 
payment processes or accounts with a third 
party, and the Proximity Mobile Payment data is 
linked directly to a payment card issued to the 
consumer by a trusted financial institution. Both 
types of Mobile Payments can be implemented 
as an open- or a closed-loop system. NFC 
payments can also be made offline, meaning 
that in areas with poor or no network 
connectivity payments can still be made, just 
like with cash.

It could be said that Remote and Proximity 
Mobile Payments are two different payment 
methods with a bright future. It’s easier for 
mobile manufacturers and telecom operators 
to conduct Remote Payments, while financial 
institutions are more likely to start developing 
Proximity Payments as they are closer to 
payment acceptors. To a certain extent, Remote 
Payments have been implemented more 
quickly as the necessary infrastructure for 
Proximity Payments (like NFC-capable devices 
and POS terminals) was not available at the 
time.

Introducing a mobile device means the 
boundaries between Proximity and Remote 
Payment fade. Remote Payment on a mobile 
device can be used for Proximity Payment; for 
example, paying for a ticket at a station using 
mobile web access. Technically speaking, it is 
still a Remote Payment, but from the usage 
point of view it becomes a Proximity Payment. 
Note that using a mobile device for Remote 
Payment implies adaptation of the Remote 
Payment scenario, like not asking end users 
to re-type all their credit card numbers, but 
to simply identify users in a secure way and 
retrieve securely-stored payment credentials. 
Atos Worldline’s Remote Payment offer 
includes these possibilities, either dedicated 
to a merchant or through the use of a third-
party wallet provider, like Buyster (in France) or 
PayPal.

Mobile Payment is significantly transforming the 
payment landscape.

Virtual Money Payment is a third type of 
payment.

Over the last 50 or more years, banks have 
built a locked-down system that today handles 
trillions of transactions from debit and credit 
cards. Merchants have had little choice but 
to participate in the system, which is full of 
intermediaries. Even for the easiest transaction, 
it takes between 24 and 72 hours for the vendor 
to collect their money (not all their money 
as about 3.5 percent of the sale goes to pay 
intermediary fees).

Today, vendors see little benefit from paying 
these fees and there is always uncertainty 
with regards to the rate that will be charged 
by a credit card company. For businesses 
that depend on moving money, a system 
allowing users to swap funds instantly without 
intermediaries cannot come soon enough; 
virtual money may be a possible solution in 
certain scenarios.

Virtual money offers a representation system 
of debits and credits based on shared 
understanding, rules, security and confidence 
among users. This system can only work if the 
merchant is assured that the e-money will be 
accepted by the bank and cheating users can 
be identified in the system (both on the buyer’s 
and the merchant’s sides).

The concept is not new; in fact it was mentioned 
in the literature even before the technical 
means to use it were available. Now technology 
allows for the usage of offline virtual money 
for faster and more convenient interactions 
between users and merchants, as there is no 
need to exchange data with the bank before 
money can be accepted. A merchant would 
simply collect the user’s e-money and exchange 
it later for cash at the bank.

There are two types of virtual money; hard and 
soft. The difference is in the ability to dispute or 
reverse charges. On the one hand, hard-money 
schemes significantly reduce the system’s 
operating costs and allow currency transactions 
to be cleared immediately, in a similar way 
to cash transactions. On the other hand, soft 
currencies that usually have a clearing period 
deal with cases of fraud and disputes, typical 
systems are credit cards and PayPal.

In spite of the apparent advantages of virtual 
money, its use has been so far somewhat 
limited to a number of successful pilots in 
the mass transportation sector, like Hong 

Kong’s Octopus Card and Singapore’s Felica 
System. Although virtual money can provide 
many benefits, including convenience and 
privacy, increased efficiency of transactions, 
lower transaction fees and new business 
opportunities, there are also many potential 
issues.

In addition, the transfer of digital currencies 
raises concerns with relation to tax collection 
and money laundering. There are also potential 
economic side effects in real environments, 
such as exchange rate instabilities and shortage 
of money supplies (total amount of virtual 
money versus the total amount of real money 
available, basically the possibility that digital 
cash could exceed the real cash available).
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Regarding security, NFC technology ensures 
that communication is confined to a range 
of a few centimeters. Theoretically, there is 
a risk of a man-in-the-middle attack, but this 
can be avoided by establishing a specific 
communication key that will be stored in a 
secure way within the mobile device. Therefore 
the Secure Element has been introduced, which 
can have different locations:

`` Embedded Secure Element: The secure 
element is placed within the physical mobile 
device or in an attached SD memory card 
and communication with a central system 
(e.g. for personalization) is handled using 
Over-the-Air technology. 

`` SIM-based Secure Element: The secure 
element is part of the SIM card and 
communication with a central system (e.g. for 
personalization) is carried out directly.

Technology 
Context
Looking at the technology, there are two major 
challenges for Proximity Mobile Payments. 
The first is how to make communication 
between the mobile device and the merchant’s 
infrastructure more convenient for both parties 
(the merchant needs positive confirmation for 
the payment before delivering the requested 
goods or service). The second is payment 
security. Any solution must provide a certain 
level of security acceptable to consumers, 
merchants and enabling financial services 
providers. In particular, a good balance between 
convenience and security will be a key success 
factor for Mobile Payments.

One possible technology capable of solving 
both issues is Near Field Communication 
(NFC). NFC is a combination of contactless 
identification and interconnection 
technologies that enables secure short-range 
communication between electronic devices, 
such as smartphones, PDAs, computers 
and payments terminals, via a fast and easy 
wireless connection. NFC operates in the 
13.56 MHz frequency range over a distance of, 
typically, a few centimeters and combines the 
functions of a contactless reader, a contactless 
card and peer-to-peer functionality in single 
chip. It is an open-interface platform that allows 
the fast and automatic set-up of wireless 
networks and also works as a virtual connector 
for existing cellular, Bluetooth and wireless 
802.11 devices8. 

With regards to convenience, there is an easy-
to-use aspect and the number of NFC-enabled 
devices already on the market. Ease of use 
has already been proven by the introduction 
of NFC-enabled payment and loyalty cards. 
The emergence of NFC-enabled identification 
dramatically reduces payment processing 
time (further increasing convenience and 
cost-efficiency). A key success factor will be 
the global enrolment of NFC-enabled devices. 
Several manufacturers are already signaling 
the inclusion of NFC in their devices; like 
Samsung, Google Nexus, Blackberry, HTC, LG, 
etc. and it is expected for the next version of 
iPhone.

8 Breakthroughs in the European Mobile Payment Market (L. Bailly, B. Van der Lande Atos Worldline)

Mobile NFC Market Forecast [6]
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The second option is the prevailing one for 
mobile operators because they will ‘own’ the 
customers (because they own the SIM card). 
The first option could be interesting for non-
telecom providers (like banks), but they are 
not currently investing sufficiently in Mobile 
Payments.

NFC could be the right technology for a 
successful deployment of Mobile Payments and 
current market trends suggest a boost in Mobile 
Payment over the next few years. 

For Remote Payments, there are also a lot of 
new technology opportunities, especially in 
the area of authentication and identification. 
Managing Public Key Infrastructures for Mobile 
Payment certificates and authenticating users 
through biometry are upcoming topics in a 
growing market for Mobile Payments.
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For retailers, the combination of Mobile 
Payment and value-added services (e.g. loyalty, 
coupons) is most interesting. A profitable 
business case for retailers would need to take 
into account the infrastructure investment 
required, for example to grade payment 
terminals against expected business benefits, 
like increased sales and customer retention. 
Today, many retailers are still questioning the 
business benefits of Mobile Payments over card 
payments.

Among the numerous Mobile Payment 
initiatives, those that have proven successful 
are those where public transport ticketing is 
combined with Mobile Payments. It is easy to 
see that public transport provides a door to the 
masses, which encourages Mobile Payment 
adoption. However, transport ticketing and 
payments are still two different business worlds 
and are hard to integrate into a single business 
model.

Business 
Challenges
Despite the numerous ongoing Mobile 
Payment initiatives worldwide, the Mobile 
Payment space is still very fragmented in terms 
of payment schemes owned by credit card 
institutions, MNOs, banks and even retailers. 
This fragmentation results in high transaction 
fees due to heavy overheads and fragmented 
volumes.

With regard to Proximity Payment, the NFC 
ecosystem involves many stakeholders, 
including banks, MNOs, phone manufacturers, 
solution providers, etc. This introduces 
tremendous complexity in creating vital 
business models to make the mobile business 
case fly.

In the end, consumers need to embrace 
Mobile Payments and retailers need to accept 
Mobile Payment transactions. For consumers, 
convenience and trust are the most two 
important elements when it comes to Mobile 
Payments. With the advance of smartphones 
and user-friendly applications, convenience is 
not a hard problem to solve. However, many 
surveys have shown that customers are still 
reluctant to use Mobile Payments due to their 
perception of security. In reality the required 
security level to mitigate risks involved in Mobile 
Payments already exists in most of the solutions 
available. However, it is a matter of educating 
consumers about the security aspects in a 
more comprehensive way.
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to also buy Z”. The challenge in these scenarios 
is that a smartphone can never replace the 
positive impact of a good salesperson. But it 
can compensate for a poor salesperson and 
provide last-minute and personalized offers in 
a way that was previously impossible. Another 
challenge is the timing of upselling and cross 
selling. Attempting to upsell at the moment of 
payment is too late. Cross-selling or providing 
a coupon for the customer’s return visit after 
the Mobile Payment is made is more realistic. 
Business benefits include selling anything extra 
like extended service contracts for household 
appliances, insurance for consumer electronics 
and a wide range of other products, like the 
classic ‘waterproofing spray’ when you buy 
shoes.

With regards to branding, virtual loyalty cards 
are hard to define. One could argue that a 
branded card in a wallet has a more ‘personal’ 
connection to the shopper and more brand 
value as such. On the other hand, many loyalty 
cards are rejected or not used because of 
limited wallet space. Branded loyalty apps or 
in-app links to brands can be made visible on 
a smartphone and can be daily eye-catchers. 
Card brand value is then replaced by icon 
brand value. A modern smartphone can hold 
more apps than a pocket-sized wallet ever 
could. Note that loyalty cards often go hand-in-
hand with barcode scanning environments. The 
virtualization of loyalty cards could boost the 
introduction of loyalty in service environments, 
like restaurants and bars, which are not usually 
equipped with barcode scanners.

Loyalty arrangements via a smartphone allow 
for much richer experiences than cards could 
ever offer. Interaction with the POS terminal 
is currently often limited to the display of an 
amount on a small black and white screen, 
a bleep and a receipt. Using a smartphone, 
the customer can be shown a digital receipt 
and the effect on their loyalty points balance 
immediately after payment. This includes 
sounds and high definition, moving images in 
full color. Interest in a brand is easier to measure 
on a smartphone than brand interest from a 
loyalty card. When a shopper spends x amount 
of time after a purchase using the app, this can 
be captured, measured and fed back to the 
brand. 

Business 
Opportunities
When considering Mobile Payment scenarios, a 
wide variety of business benefits emerge, some 
of which are universal and some of which are 
very specific to an industry.

Improved transaction efficiency lowers the 
costs for merchants at the POS. The business 
benefit is immediate because either more 
people can be served in a given timeframe 
or service can be handled by fewer staff. The 
business benefits are higher for large-scale 
operations that feature many fixed cash 
registers, like supermarkets and convenience 
stores, in operations with a mix of some fixed 
and many mobile points of sale, like bars and 
restaurants, and in large venues like stadiums.

Convenience of payment positively impacts 
willingness to pay, especially in low-value, 
pay-per-use scenarios, such as for parking, at 
vending machines, automated rental, mini bars, 
automated paid-entry for public transport or the 
use of slot machines. Holding a phone close to 
a machine to complete a payment beats card 
swiping or sticking a card in a slot. This principle 
can support a strategy whereby guests are 
invited into an environment like an amusement 
park for a low entrance fee and then are 
exposed to all sorts of pay-per-use scenarios 
and amenities. This could work just as well in an 
entirely different setting like onboard an airplane 
in flight. The strategy aims to keep the base 
price low and lock buyers in.

Card management costs are replaced by 
(lower) phone management costs. Less plastic 
needs to be produced, shipped, and replaced. 
In addition, phone loss is likely to occur less 
than card loss, and payment and loyalty card 
management via the phone could benefit 
users and merchants. After the loss of a phone, 
all virtual cards can be locked and re-issued 
collectively on a replacement device. This cost-
saving effect mostly benefits banks and credit 
card companies, but also brands and stores that 
issue loyalty cards.

Boosting sales is one of the most promising 
business benefits of Mobile Payments and 
Mobile wallets. Connected smartphones allow 
a personalized response during a payment 
transaction on the phone’s screen which can 
be used to upsell “limited offers to add feature X 
for small extra cost” or cross-sell “limited offers 
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Media & Entertainment
Mobile Payment would enable a user to pay 
for tickets (cinema, theatre, theme parks, 
etc.) directly via their mobile device. A typical 
scenario would be; someone goes to the ticket 
counter and gives their mobile number to 
the clerk, the clerk keys in the mobile number 
and an SMS is sent to their mobile asking 
for confirmation (this confirmation could be 
personalized in the interests of security e.g. the 
first two letters of their city of birth). Once they 
reply to the SMS, authorization is sent back to 
the ticket clerk and their ticket is issued. The 
cost for the tickets is automatically added to 
their monthly mobile bill.

A more advanced version of this scenario 
would be a completely automated eTicket 
where they access the website of the theatre 
from their mobile device, book the tickets, key 
in their mobile number, the system confirms 
the transaction (see above) and the eTicket is 
downloaded to their mobile.

Finance
According to the latest estimates, there are 15 
million migrant workers in Saudi Arabia, UAE 
and Kuwait – 80 percent of who have no bank 
account. These workers remit nearly 50 percent 
of their salaries to their home countries, which 
amounts to nearly €2,373bil. per month9.

A scenario for mobile remittances would 
be as follows: Recipient profiles are created 
via a mobile app or a website. Each time 
someone needs to remit money, they ask for 
a cost estimate by specifying the recipient 
and the amount to be transferred. The 
system automatically calculates the fees and 
provides them with a detailed breakdown. This 
communication can be via a special app or 
else via SMS. Once they have confirmed the 
transaction, the system sends a transaction 
unique identifier (TUI). This identifier can be 
texted to the recipient who can go to a partner 
bank or agency (e.g. MoneyGram), show the TUI 
and claim the money.

The above scenario could be extended for the 
transfer of money directly to someone who is 
also registered for the same service, and the 
money could be directly credited to their bank 
account. The scenario could also be used for 
paying utility bills, school fees, telephone bills, etc.

New Mobile Payment technologies could 
encourage merchants to migrate directly 
from cash to mobile, skipping cards. There is 
a market of cash payments that never made 
the transition to card payment because the 
investment in POS equipment was deemed too 
expensive. POS equipment for Mobile Payment 
can be made cheaper than POS equipment 
for cards because of the wireless nature of the 
transaction and the fact that the purchaser’s 
smartphone already has a screen. This could 
result in the emergence of Mobile Payments 
at outdoor and indoor markets, small stores, 
service stations, etc.

The next paragraphs highlight several scenarios 
which yield significant business benefits.

Public Sector
Various local governments have started 
thinking about the benefits of Mobile Payment 
as a mechanism to provide easier payment 
options for citizens. For example, consider the 
following scenario, someone parks their car in 
a designated parking spot which has a unique 
identifying number (UID), they SMS the UID and 
the expected duration that they will occupy the 
parking space to a toll-free number. The UID 
and telephone number are stored in a central 
database which can be monitored by parking 
attendants (just like parking attendants do 
today). The parking fees are charged directly to 
the user’s monthly mobile bill. The major benefit 
is that there is no need for physical parking 
meters.

The above can be extended from parking to 
any civic amenity, e.g. public restrooms, paying 
local taxes, road taxes, vending machines, etc.

Another deviation would be the use of Near 
Field Communication (NFC) allied to an eWallet. 
The scenario would be as follows; someone 
parks their car in a designated parking spot, 
they approach the nearest parking meter and 
swipe their mobile on the designated spot 
on the parking meter. A special application is 
activated and they select the parking spot they 
are occupying. The application deducts the 
necessary amount from the total amount stored 
in their eWallet. As a bonus feature, the system 
could alert them via SMS whenever their time 
slot is reaching its limit.

9 http://www.slideshare.net/skinnercm/luup-presentation-on-mobile-finance-trends

Transport
Similar to the parking meters scenario above, a 
pay-as-you-go scenario for trains/trams/buses 
could be used. As a user enters the bus/tram/
train they swipe their mobile against a reader, 
a basic charge is immediately deducted, just 
before they reach their stop, they swipe again. 
The system recognizes the distance travelled 
and reimburses the balance back to the mobile.

Retail
Mobile Payment can be an enabler to improve 
the shopping experience and introduce new 
business opportunities for retailers. 

Proximity Payment and Remote Payment 
become blurred with the opportunities offered 
by mobile cloud payments carried out inside a 
store. Cloud-based payment solutions eliminate 
the need for physical payment terminals for 
the merchant. The customer’s mobile device 
is turned into the payment device and the 
merchant’s in-store infrastructure becomes 
responsible only for product and pricing 
information. 

A cloud wallet solution can be deployed without 
the collaboration of mobile operators (this 
too simplifies the ecosystem) and with limited 
collaboration from banks – it just takes one 
acquirer (generally a bank) to accept the card 
transaction generated by the remote server.

Retailer’s expectations are not just linked 
to payments, but also to a new shopping 
experience, of which payment is only one 
component. 

Their main expectations include:

`` Integrated remote and proximity shopping 
propositions.

`` Infrastructure without payment terminals.

`` Check-outs without queues.

`` An enriched payment experience.

`` New upselling opportunities.

`` Social payments/improved customer 
relationship management (CRM).
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Atos’ 
Experience
Atos, and its subsidiary Atos Worldline, is a major player in Europe’s payments sector. In addition 
to being a major processor of classic electronic payment methods and credit card schemes, it is 
already a technical provider for several of the Mobile Payment methods in use across Europe. 

Hereafter is a list of the main projects Atos handles with regards to Mobile Payment:

`` MOVO, developed with Caisse d’Epargne, was the first French solution for transferring money by 
SMS in person-to-person (P2P) mode.

`` Mobipay - in 2002, Atos Spain was involved (providing the central hub) in this first huge Mobile 
Payments installation.

`` m-banxafe – implemented first with Mobistar (Belgium), m-banxafe enables anyone using a 
Bancontact/MisterCash card and a mobile phone, independent of their provider, to carry out 
secure financial transactions via their mobile phone as if they are using their physical bank card.

`` SIPS Mobile – a leading Atos Worldline solution that supports Internet payments that can 
handle three channels: Internet, mobile and voice. The SIPS Mobile Payment is based on the 
technical solution of the existing SIPS web payment connector, but enriched with specific mobile 
interface graphic functions so the page can be viewed on a mobile phone. Enhancements run 
using Internet access through an http protocol. SIPS Mobile includes ‘One-click payment’ which 
simplifies the payment process by securely storing the user’s payment credentials in the cloud, 
avoiding fastidious form filling via the mobile device. 

`` P2P Mobile Financial Transfer will allow BNPP customers and non customers to realize P2P 
financial transfers between people using only their mobile phone contacts. For this project, Atos 
will be in charge of mobile deployment on iOS, Android and Blackberry, development of the 
P2P platform for the mobile financial transfer, a web site for the beneficiaries and a web site for 
management of the solution.

`` MobiRet - An integrated mobile commerce platform developed by Atos for retail businesses 
that need to extend their marketing strategy to the mobile channel. It includes many innovative 
services that allow users to pay using their mobile device (cloud, 1D/2D codes, NFC) and also 

Customer
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Financial Flow Retailer Bank
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retailer
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Payment
Plataform

Command &
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enable retailers to dematerialize loyalty and payment cards, and even have a mobile POS using a tablet. The following figure summarizes some of 
these services:

10 Atos Lookout 2012 - http://ascentlookout.atos.net/en-us/

`` MOTESPay - a new contactless payment system built on NFC technology in collaboration with NXP, Caisse d’Epargne, Banques Populaires, 
Groupement des Cartes Bancaires, Ensicaen (School Engineer) and Caen-Basse Normandie University. 

As the banking and telecom market radars (Atos lookout10) show, NFC Contactless and Mobile Payments are rapidly developing markets for the short 
term.

Important issues for the Telecom market [2]Important issues for the Banking market [2]
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Assuming that Mobile Payments become a 
reality in commercial terms within the next 
few years, Atos has to define its role within this 
market:

`` Trusted Service Manager (TSM): Establish a 
new business segment as an international 
(cross-border) Trusted Service Manager.

`` Merchants: Support merchants by 
introducing these new payment methods 
(e.g. in Belgium) and become an 
infrastructure provider (e.g. of POS terminals).

`` Operator: Be the technical operator for Mobile 
Payment services for customers. 

A next step along the value chain is the 
establishment of the new Buyster payment 
system in France (together with the three 
largest mobile telecoms operators). Here, 
Atos Worldline leaves the world of technical 
service provision to banks and takes on more 
responsibility (e.g. for consumer contracts).

Buyster11 develops, operates and markets an 
innovative online payment services based on 
mobile. Founded in February 2011 by Atos and 
three French telecoms operators (Bouygues 
Telecom, Orange, SFR), Buyster aims to become 
a leader in payments for eCommerce and 
mCommerce in France. Buyster has been open 
to the public since September 8, 2011.

The Buyster principle is to associate a credit 
card number with a phone number via a free 
and secure registration process for which 
the user chooses their own six-digit Buyster 
password. After registration, when the user 
wants to buy something online, they need only 
to enter their phone number and password. In 
real time, the user receives a single-use code by 
SMS that allows them to validate the payment. 
This is the principle of strong authentication. 
The amount of the purchase is deducted from 
the user’s credit card. For an m-Payment, it’s 
even easier; the user just needs to enter their 
Buyster password and the identification is 
carried out on the MNO’s network.

Buyster is now a payment institution approved 
by the supervisory authority of the Bank of 
France.

11 http://www.buyster.fr

In September 2012, Atos Worldline, Atos core expertise in Hi-Tech Transactional Services, launched 
a ready-to-go, Visa and MasterCard compliant NFC (Near Field Communication) mobile payment 
application for card issuers worldwide NFC Mobile Wallet. The end-user is able to pay at a fast 
growing number of contactless payment locations, simply by swiping his mobile phone against the 
payment terminal, and keying his PIN code directly on his phone. Built on an innovative architecture 
combining mobile application and cloud services, the new wallet will enable multiple, differentiating 
value-added services such as cloud payment and NFC transactional services.

The following figure summarizes the main assets from Atos, as mentioned above, and its positioning 
for the next few years:

Available since several years Widespread 0-2 years Widespread 2-4 years
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Mobile Payment
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From a business perspective, the whole 
business model will have to be redefined, 
including the relationship between commerce 
and customers, and the kind of services 
provided as the user will be better informed 
and competition will increase dramatically. In 
addition, barriers between traditional players, 
like banks and telecom operators, will start 
to blur, potentially leading to a new type of 
stakeholder that is able to manage money as 
simply another type of data.

From the user point of view, it is all a matter 
of convenience and security. Adapting to new 
scenarios will require certain cultural changes, 
but these will only take place if the underlying 
complexity of managing payments and finance 
is removed from the user experience without 
depriving the user of control over their own 
payments, and if there are no security issues. 
There is a certain comfort in seeing physical 
evidence of our money; managing our 
payments in a parallel virtual world is arguably 
a major change in some users’ mentality. Hard-
earned money is an extremely sensitive issue 
so security must be a priority for the whole 
ecosystem of Mobile Payments, if it is to thrive.

Finally, technology has to ensure that this 
scenario is possible and can evolve over time. 
The ability to handle millions of transactions 
simultaneously; retrieve different types of data 
stored both in public and private environments; 
support decisions and adaptive models 
and patterns to match user and commerce 
necessities; the constant update of existing 
market conditions; robust, flawless yet speedy 
service in a secured environment: All these 
phenomenal challenges have to be tackled 
and solved simultaneously, both by technology 
providers, software integrators and developers, 
infrastructure management services, etc. The 
implications touch all the major concerns of 
technology today.

To sum up, the world is shrinking fast and 
competition is increasing. Some traditional 
business models won’t survive and others, 
currently unimaginable, will emerge. This is 
not new, it has happened before; the main 
difference is the speed of change. It took 
humankind thousands of years to go from 
bartering to money transactions; then it took 
only hundreds to move from loaners to financial 
institutions; just a few decades to change 
from a manufacturing-oriented economy to a 
service-centered one; now the user is global 

In the future, the scenario described at the 
beginning of this white paper in which not 
a single bank note or a credit card was 
mentioned, could be a reality. Can technology 
make physical money irrelevant? That maybe 
a statement that is too bold to make today, but 
it is certainly not too difficult to envision. One of 
the main enablers for such a zero-cash scenario 
is Mobile Payment.

Mobile devices will act as eWallets in the future. 
Nanopayments are already being made mostly 
through mobile devices, but as potential security 
issues are solved and smartphones become 
more widespread, larger transactions will also be 
carried out via mobile devices, eliminating not 
only the need for cash, but also credit cards. For 
more details about Nanopayments, check out 
Atos’ dedicated white paper12.

A user may choose to incorporate all 
physical means of payment, including those 
associated with specific purchases, like loyalty 
cards or coupons, into the memory of their 
mobile device, which in turn then becomes 
a true eWallet. Services that simplify the user 
experience when dealing with e-money will 
have to be devised not only from a money 
management perspective, but also to provide 
the most convenient purchasing options 
available at any given moment, based on user 
preferences, location, commercial discounts, 
product availability, etc. All these conditions 
already exist, but none of the key stakeholders 
in the payments cycle has been able to manage 
and integrate them consistently. Now the 
technology is here to make that happen.

But it is far from just a technology shift. 
Although it may seem at first sight a 
conceptually simple change, the widespread 
use of Mobile Payments will have a profound 
impact that will be felt over the coming years.

Many questions arise, the answers to which will 
have deep implications: Will retailers remain the 
same? If we can buy items by scanning a code 
on a publicity banner does it make sense to still 
have physical stores to sell products? Will we 
have true pull-systems in supply chains? How 
about some types of payments like municipal 
taxes, fines or even transport tickets? Paying 
through mobile applications may speed up these 
processes. Could Mobile Payments give a new 
meaning to the e-administration concept? What 
if money is dematerialized? How much will be 
saved by not having to produce and retrieve it?

Conclusion

12 http://atos.net/en-us/about_us/insights-and-innovation/thought-leadership/bin/wp_nanopayments

and mobile, and the marketplace is larger 
in the virtual world than it is in the physical. 
Any wonder that it will take just years to see 
Mobile Payments as the norm rather than a 
technological extravaganza.

So start collecting your bank notes and coins, 
and your credit and loyalty cards, as they will 
be the only proof to make your grandchildren 
believe in a past that will be unconceivable in 
the not-so-distant future.

Abbreviations
D2B Direct-to-Bill

EPC Economic Policy Committee

ETSI European Telecommunication Standards 
Institute

GSMA Global System for Mobile 
Communications Association

IEC International Electotechnical Commission

MNO Mobile Network Operators

NFC Near Field Communication

P2P Person-to-Person

POS Point of Sale

PRSMS Premium Rate SMS

SD Secure Digital Memory Card

SIM Subscriber Identity Module

SMS Short Message Service

TSM Trusted Service Manager

UAE United Arab Emirates

UID Unique Identifying Number

WAP Wireless Application Protocol
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